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Xylio launches future.dj pro 1.2 with Pulselocker integration
Published on 12/10/15
Xylio has just released the completely remade future.dj pro, in conjunction with
Pulselocker's new and vast music database to produce one of the most flexible digital DJ
setups that gives any DJ or club the right to play any music anywhere legally. This new
functionality embedded in future.dj pro's interface, makes sure that you can take full
advantage of over 44 million tracks that have been integrated in Pulselocker's database
from nearly 500,000 labels.
Bucharest, Romania - Xylio has just released the completely remade future.dj pro, in
conjunction with Pulselocker's new and vast music database to produce one of the most
flexible digital DJ setups that gives any DJ or club the right to play any music anywhere
legally.
"The integration with Pulselocker's service will add a lot of value to our new and
existing customers. Being able to search in an up-to-date catalog of tens of millions of
tracks and save what you want for offline use is something the DJ industry was waiting for
a long time.", said Ionut Voiculet, Xylio's Managing Director.
The fusion between pro DJ app and advanced DJ streaming is the first service that gives
DJs the ability to mix online music without having Internet access. This works through an
Offline playlist (locker) that can be used to add and keep all of the tracks you want.
Then, by opening future.dj pro, the music is seamlessly saved to your computer. Once the
Offline playlist has updated, Internet is no longer required.
"Pulselocker's integration with future.dj pro represents another step forward towards a
new standard of music access for DJs.", said Alvaro G. Velilla, Pulselocker's Chief
Product Officer.
This new functionality embedded in future.dj pro's interface, makes sure that you can take
full advantage of over 44 million tracks that have been integrated in Pulselocker's
database from nearly 500,000 labels.
Using the Pulselocker functionality within future.dj pro guarantees that all tracks are at
the same flawless quality, complete with original artwork and full release info. Such a
massive music library is aimed to quench the thirst of any DJ when it comes to finding all
the hits, rare tracks and latest releases.
The powerful browser of future.dj pro hosts all of the new and advanced database
functionalities. As always, DJs can mix audio, video and karaoke regardless of file
format. In addition to timecode vinyl and CD integration, there are more than 80 natively
supported MIDI controllers that can greatly enhance your control and experience with
future.dj pro 1.2.
Different user interfaces allow the user to roam through future.dj pro's more advanced
capabilities. Features such as video transitions/effects, x/y axis audio pads for
combining multiple effects and many more can be easily accessed simply by changing to
another skin. There are also four-deck interface variants that produce an additional two
decks that can be mixed harmonically with the main decks.
About Pulselocker:
Pulselocker is the first music streaming service built just for DJs. Integrated directly
into DJ applications, Pulselocker gives you access to an up to date catalog of 40 million
tracks from major and independent labels from within the DJ application browser. Use the
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website's discovery tools to find new music, then take your tracks offline and play sets
without an internet connection.
Pricing and Availability
future.dj pro 1.2 is available now for $99 (USD). Pulselocker is available now for
$9.99/month or $19.99/month (pro tier). You can find more details about Pulselocker +
future.dj pro online.
future.dj pro:
http://www.xylio.com/future-dj-pro-a-new-level-of-mixing-perfection/
Pulselocker:
http://www.xylio.com/pulselocker
Download:
http://www.xylio.com/site/downloads/futuredjpro1.pkg
Purchase:
http://www.xylio.com/future-dj-pro-a-new-level-of-mixing-perfection/#buy
Press Kit (zip):
http://www.xylio.com/site/download/press/press%20kit%20-%20future.dj%20pro%20and%20Pu
lselocker.zip

Xylio is an EU-based company specialized in cutting-edge software development - audio and
video - involving real-time DSP and programming on Windows, MacOSX, iOS, Android and
Linux
platforms. The company has extensive experience in the DJ and audio fields, but also
develops other multimedia products. Copyright (C) 2015 Xylio. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, Mac OS X, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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